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Abstract: The positioning accuracy of spacecraft in orbit is easily affected by low-frequency micro-
vibrations of the environment and internal disturbances caused by the payload. Inspired by the
neck structure of birds, this study devised a piezo-driven active vibration isolation unit with high
stiffness. First, a dynamic model and two-sensor feedback control method for the isolation unit were
developed, and the isolation mechanism and anti-disturbance characteristics were analyzed. Further,
the stability of the closed-loop was verified. Simulation models of serial and parallel systems based
on the proposed vibration isolation unit were implemented to demonstrate its feasibility. The results
indicate that the proposed isolation units can provide excellent low-frequency vibration isolation
performance and inertial stability and that they can effectively resist the internal disturbance of the
payload. Moreover, its performance can be further improved via serial or parallel reconfiguration
that facilitates its adaptation to the varied isolation requirements of spacecraft.

Keywords: vibration isolation; bio-inspired; reconfigurable; inertial stability

1. Introduction

Concurrent with advancements in aerospace technology, the accuracy requirements of
spacecraft have become increasingly stringent, rendering them remarkably sensitive to ex-
ternal vibrations [1,2]. First, owing to the complex environment associated with spacecraft
in orbit, low-frequency environmental vibration and residual vibration caused by position
adjustment become the main factors limiting improvements in spacecraft inertial stabil-
ity [3–5]. However, internal disturbances caused by the refrigeration machines, gyroscopes,
and reaction flywheels inside the spacecraft must also be considered [5,6]. Therefore, an
ideal vibration isolation system for spacecraft should have the following capabilities:

1. the ability to stabilize the payload in inertial space, effectively counteracting the
low-frequency vibration transmitted by the base structure, and

2. the ability to resist the internal disturbance inside the payload to prevent vibration
level deterioration.

Currently, the isolation techniques used in precision spacecraft can be categorized
into passive and active vibration isolation techniques [7,8]. Passive isolators include
springs, hyperelastic materials, nonlinear structures, and parallel mechanisms with positive
and negative stiffnesses [9–12]. In addition, studies have been inspired by biological
systems to design passive vibration isolators (using linear or nonlinear structures) that can
achieve better isolation performances [13–16]. As a traditional isolation method, passive
isolation has the advantages of good high-frequency isolation performance and no energy
requirements, which are particularly important in aerospace applications [17]. However,
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in aerospace applications, to ensure the inertial stability of the payload, excellent low-
frequency vibration isolation performances are required. Thus, the natural frequency
and stiffness of passive systems should be as low as possible; this makes them easily
susceptible to the internal disturbance of the payload. Moreover, amplification at the
resonant frequency of the system cannot be suppressed solely using passive isolation
technology [18].

Active vibration isolation technology is realized by introducing sensors and actuators
into a passive system such that the aforementioned shortcomings can be addressed to a
certain extent. Typical actuators include electromagnetic and piezoelectric actuators [19].
Given the advantages of electromagnetic actuators, such as high response bandwidth
and high precision, many scholars have conducted extensive research in this regard [20].
Liu et al. designed an adaptive proportional controller that could eliminate 90% of the
vibration energy at the resonance frequency [21]. Further, Liu et al. designed a dual-
feedback controller based on proportional–integral–derivative (PID) control and robust
control for active vibration isolation of spacecraft, which can reduce the displacement at the
center of the payload by 70% [22]. Zhang et al. designed a data-driven feedforward control
method that does not require an accurate plant model, and the vibration attenuation reaches
−25 dB at 10 Hz [23]. To improve the vibration isolation performance at low frequencies,
soft-mounted structures are usually used as passive support structures; therefore, they
cannot resist the internal disturbance of the payload owing to their inherently low stiffness.
To resolve this contradiction, a hard-mounted structure (rigid spring) combined with a
feedforward control strategy has been adopted [24]. However, high-stiffness systems often
require large forces to suppress low-frequency vibrations, and the performance of this
scheme is limited by an electromagnetic actuator that cannot provide sufficient force. Beijen
et al. adopted a soft-mounted structure combined with a feedforward controller to achieve
considerable ability for low-frequency isolation. Further, the use of a closed-loop proximity
sensor was proposed to increase the equivalent stiffness by 50 times and thus effectively
improve the ability to resist disturbance. However, excessively large closed-loop gains
would lead to robustness issues, and the system’s performance is limited by the resolution
of the proximity sensor [25].

Piezoelectric actuators have the advantages of a large driving force, high resolution,
fast response, and high stiffness [26]. As aforementioned, when there is an internal distur-
bance in the payload, the vibration level deteriorates; however, the isolation system based
on piezoelectric actuators has sufficient anti-disturbance ability owing to its inherently
high stiffness [27]. Wang et al. designed a controller that combined force feedback and
adaptive control for earth observation spacecraft and resulted in an attenuation of −30 dB
for the Stewart platform under periodic excitation [28]. Du et al. designed a proportional–
differential controller for optical payloads in spacecraft, and the Stewart platform achieved
an attenuation of −20 dB at the natural frequency of the system compared to the passive
controller [29]. Song et al. adopted a composite controller combining feedforward and
feedback control, which can achieve 30% attenuation of the excitation amplitude even
under adverse conditions [30]. In their study on low-frequency vibration isolation, Hanieh
et al. reduced the system’s angle frequency to 50% of that of the passive system through
integral force feedback to achieve better vibration isolation performance [31].

Although there are many studies on active vibration isolation control, the balance
problem between anti-disturbance ability and inertial stability remains to be satisfactorily
addressed. This study draws inspiration from the phenomenon that birds can maintain
their heads stable during movements; because birds cannot rotate their eyes over a wide
range, they need to keep their heads inertially stable during movements to ensure that their
field of vision remains unchanged [32–34]. As shown in Figure 1, the results of biological
experiments on birds show that their necks comprise multiple sections in series, which have
good rigidity and can effectively resist external disturbance, with each section implicating
the next one by hinge and muscles. The skeletal muscles in each section act as an actuator,
contracting when sensing the body shake to ensure the inertial stability of the head [35–39].
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On the basis of the aforementioned biological research on bird necks, this paper proposes
a bio-inspired space isolation unit. The architecture of the isolation unit is depicted in
Figure 1, wherein each unit consists of an actuator in series with an elastic element that
provides high-stiffness support (15–25 Hz) that can effectively resist disturbances from the
payload. Piezoelectric actuators are used as actuators owing to their high stiffness and
electrostrictive characteristics. They have sufficient driving force to eliminate low-frequency
vibration from the foundation, thus overcoming the drawback of the poor low-frequency
isolation performance of traditional high-stiffness isolators. As shown in Figure 1, each unit
can be regarded as a single section in the neck with excellent low-frequency isolation ability
to ensure payload stability in the inertial space while exhibiting high stiffness. In addition,
inspired by the configuration of the bird neck, which is formed by multiple sections in
series, this paper posits that a single isolation unit can be reconfigured in series or parallel
to achieve better performance in satisfying the varied isolation requirements of spacecraft.
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Figure 1. Architecture of a bio-inspired active vibration isolation unit.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the dy-
namic modeling of the vibration isolation unit and the design of the two-sensor feedback
control algorithm. Section 3 presents an analysis of the stability of the system in accor-
dance with the Bode diagram and root locus method. In Section 4, an electromechanical
coupling simulation model is established to verify the effectiveness of the isolation unit,
and reconfigurability is introduced. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn from
the study.

2. Active Isolation Unit
2.1. Dynamic Model

Inspired by the neck structure of birds, we designed a piezo-driven vibration isolation
unit. Figure 2 illustrates the isolation unit, which consists of a piezoelectric actuator,
intermediate mass, hyperelastic material, and payload. The sensor adopts a force sensor
and geophone to simultaneously provide feedback. As an important passive isolation
element, a hyperelastic material can effectively suppress the high-frequency modes of a
system owing to its structural damping properties. In addition, to ensure that the isolation
unit has sufficient ability to resist disturbance, the natural frequency should be maintained
at 15–25 Hz (loaded state). Therefore, the shape and size of the hyperelastic material must
be designed on the basis of simulations. To establish the damping force, the piezoelectric
actuator adopts a viscous damping model [40,41], which is also used for hyperelastic
materials to simplify the dynamic model. Furthermore, the nonlinear elastic characteristics
of hyperelastic materials are not considered because of the small vibration magnitude of
the spacecraft [18,42].
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In Figure 2, kc and cc represent the stiffness and damping of the piezoelectric actuator;
mi is the intermediate mass; kr and cr represent the stiffness and damping of the hyper-
elastic material, respectively; and mp is the payload mass. When the base is excited,
the displacement of the base is xg, the displacement of the intermediate mass is xi, the
displacement of the payload is xp, the internal disturbance of the payload is Fd, and the
deflection of the piezoelectric actuator δ. The numerical values of these parameters are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Numerical values of the parameters in the analytical model.

Parameter Numerical Value

mp 200 kg
kr 3,400,000 N/m
cr 150 N/(m/s)
mi 30 kg
kc 100,000,000 N/m
cc 1500 N/(m/s)

2.2. Dynamic Analysis

The dynamic equation of the isolation unit is established as follows:

mi
..
xi = kc

(
xg − xi + δ

)
+ cc

( .
xg −

.
xi +

.
δ
)
− kr

(
xi − xp

)
− cr

( .
xi −

.
xp

)
(1)

mp
..
xp = kr

(
xi − xp

)
+ cr

( .
xi −

.
xp

)
(2)

Owing to the small vibration magnitude of the spacecraft in orbit, the magnitude
of the deflection of the piezoelectric actuator δ is on the order of micrometers. Further,
as the proposed isolation unit mainly operates in the low-frequency region (<30 Hz), the
first-order derivative of δ is also small. Furthermore, for lightly damped piezoelectric
materials [40], the first-order derivative of δ should be ignored. The Laplace transform of
(1) can be obtained as follows:(

mis2 + ccs + crs + kc + kr

)
xi(s) = (ccs + kc)xg(s) + kcδ(s) + (crs + kr)xp(s) (3)(

mps2 + crs + kr

)
xp(s) = (crs + kr)xi(s) (4)

The displacement transfer function from base to intermediate mass can be derived as

G1(s) =
xi(s)
xg(s)

=
mpccs3 +

(
mpkc + cccr

)
s2 + (cckr + crkc)s + kckr

mpmis4 + As3 + Bs2 + Cs + kckr
(5)
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A = mpcc + mpcr + micr
B = mpkc + mpkr + mikr + crcc
C = crkc + cckr

The displacement transfer function from the intermediate mass to the payload can be
derived as follows:

G2(s) =
xp(s)
xg(s)

=
crs + kr

mps2 + crs + kr
(6)

Evidently, the force sensor measurement is equal to the mass of the payload multiplied
by its acceleration.

In summary, the displacement excitation of the foundation was transmitted to the
load through the isolation unit, and the load was stabilized in the inertial space through
the feedback control of the force sensors and geophones. A schematic of the piezoelectric
isolation unit control system is shown in Figure 3.
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2.3. Anti-Disturbance Characteristics

When the spacecraft is in orbit, the disturbance force of the internal components,
such as the gyroscope and momentum wheel, deteriorates the payload vibration level.
Therefore, the isolation unit for the spacecraft should have sufficient passive stiffness
to resist disturbances. Considering the internal disturbance force Fd of the payload, the
dynamic equation of the isolation unit becomes(

mis2 + ccs + crs + kc + kr

)
xi(s) = +kcδ(s) + (crs + kr)xp(s) (7)(

mps2 + crs + kr

)
xp(s) = (crs + kr)xi(s) + Fd(s) (8)

The transfer function from the direct disturbance Fd to the displacement of payload xp
can be derived as

xp(s)
Fd(s)

=
mis2 + (kc + cr)s + kc + kr

mpmis4 + Ds3 + Es2 + Fs + kckr
(9)

D = mpcc + mpcr + micr
E = mpkc + mpkr + mikr + crcc
F = crkc + cckr

The natural frequency of common soft-mounted isolation systems is 3–5 Hz [25].
Figure 4 shows the transfer function from the disturbance force to the payload displacement
(compliance) of the piezoelectric isolation unit and soft-mounted isolation systems. As
mentioned in Section 1, the ability of an isolation unit to resist disturbances largely depends
on its stiffness, and the inherent stiffness of the proposed piezoelectric isolation unit is
approximately 30 times that of the soft-mounted isolation unit.
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2.4. Feedback Control

The closed-loop control of the piezoelectric isolation unit adopts two-sensor feedback
that combines a force sensor and a geophone. First, the inertial displacement was obtained
by integrating the absolute velocity signal of the geophone installed on the intermediate
mass, and the inertial stability of the payload was ensured by increasing the feedback
gain, similar to servo control. Second, a force sensor installed between the piezoelectric
isolation unit and payload was used to suppress the system resonance peak caused by the
hyperelastic element with integral force feedback. On the basis of the two-sensor feedback
control loop, the extension and shortening of the piezoelectric actuator are controlled to
realize the inertial stability of the payload; δ can be expressed as

δ = hi
.
xi + hpFp (10)

Where Fp is the signal measured by the force sensor, hi and hp are the controller
corresponding to geophone and force sensor respectively. The piezoelectric actuator in the
vibration isolation unit should have high precision and resolution. Therefore, a closed-loop
displacement control method should be used to suppress the piezoelectric hysteresis effect,
and the bandwidth of the piezoelectric actuator should be limited. In addition, to ensure the
inertial stability of the payload, the frequency band that requires attention was primarily
concentrated at low frequencies. Therefore, a low-pass filter Hlp should be added to the
feedback loop to limit the system bandwidth and reduce the high-frequency noise, with
ξ = 0.7 and ωc = 50 × 2 pi rad/s.

Hlp =
ω2

c
s2 + 2ξωcs +ω2

c
(11)

2.4.1. Absolute Displacement Feedback

To improve the isolation ability of the piezoelectric isolation unit in the low-frequency
range, the absolute displacement feedback was set to the integral of the absolute velocity of
the intermediate mass so as to obtain its inertial displacement, and servo feedback control
was adopted to ensure inertial stability by improving the feedback gain. The corresponding
controller hi is expressed as follows:

hi =
ki
s

(12)

Figure 5 shows the vibration transmissibility of the piezoelectric isolation unit under
different absolute displacement feedback gains, ki. As evident, the higher the ki value,
the better would be the vibration isolation performance of the isolation unit in the low-
frequency band.
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2.4.2. Integral Force Feedback

To further improve the performance of the isolation unit, the resonance peak in the
low-frequency band must be suppressed. Therefore, a force sensor was placed between the
isolation unit and payload, and sky-hook damping was realized by integrating the force
feedback method. The controller hp is expressed as follows:

hp =
kp

s
(13)

Figure 6 shows the vibration transmissibility of the piezoelectric isolation unit under
the passive state and integral force feedback. The integrated force feedback has a positive
effect on suppressing the low-frequency resonance peak of the system.
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Conversely, to avoid integral drift, a high-pass filter Hhp also needs to be set in the
closed loop, with ξ = 0.7 and ωi = 1 × 2 pi rad/s.

Hhp =
s2

s2 + 2ξωis +ω2
i

(14)

In conclusion, the nominal controller δ(s) is as follows:

δ(s) = HhpHlpki
1
s

xi(s) + HhpHlpkp
1
s

Fp(s) (15)
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3. Stability Analysis
3.1. Force Sensor Feedback Loop

The black curves in Figure 7 show an open-loop Bode diagram of the system. As
shown, the phase margin was 1 degree, and the stability could not satisfy the requirements.
Therefore, a lead compensator should be introduced at a suitable position to increase the
phase margin and improve system stability.
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Figure 7 shows that the crossing frequency of magnitude is approximately 45 Hz. To
maximize the phase margin, it is necessary to ensure that the frequency of the compensator’s
maximum phase is located at the crossing frequency of the compensated system. Therefore,
the frequency of the compensator is set at 48 Hz, and the added lead compensator Gc1(s) is
as follows:

Gc1(s) =
a1T1s + 1
T1s + 1

(16)

where a1 = 4.4 and T1 = 0.0016.
The Bode diagram after compensation is indicated using the gray curves in Figure 7.

The phase margin after compensation increased to 17 degrees, indicating that the system’s
stability improved.

3.2. Absolute Displacement Feedback Loop

The black curve in Figure 8 shows the root locus diagram of the system, which indicates
that the pole of the closed loop easily entered the right half of the S-plane. Therefore,
compensation was required to improve the stability of the absolute displacement feedback
loop. The added compensator Gc2(s) is expressed as follows:

Gc2(s) =
a2T2s + 1
T2s + 1

(17)

where a2 = 0.56 and T2 = 0.0025.
As shown in the root locus diagram of the compensated system, the pole prone to

instability was pulled to the left. Further, it was difficult for the poles to enter the right half
of the S-plane, indicating that the system’s stability improved.

In summary, the actual controller is

δ(s) = HhpHlpki
1
s

xi(s)Gc2(s) + HhpHlpkp
1
s

Fp(s)Gc1(s) (18)
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After the actual controller in Equation (18) is introduced into the closed loop, the
vibration transmissibility of the piezoelectric isolation unit is shown in Figure 9. The
vibration attenuation exceeds −15 dB in the 1–10 Hz range and exceeds −20 dB in the
20–50 Hz range; the isolator has excellent low-frequency isolation performance and can
effectively improve the inertial stability of the payload.
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4. Simulation

To examine the performance of the proposed piezoelectric isolation unit, we performed
an electromechanical coupling simulation by using COMSOL Multiphysics finite element
software combined with MATLAB/Simulink.

Figure 10 shows the finite element model of the vibration isolation unit. PZT−5H
material with size Φ15 mm × 30 mm was selected for the piezoelectric actuator. The
deformation of the actuator was provided by the electric field applied at both ends of
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the material, and the polarization direction of the piezoelectric material was the working
direction of the isolation unit. The hyperelastic material was constructed using the two-
parameter Mooney–Rivlin model with a size of Φ40 mm × 20 mm. The piezoelectric
hysteresis effect must be considered to ensure the accurate modeling of piezoelectric
materials. Therefore, to improve the positional accuracy of the piezoelectric actuator, an
additional closed-loop displacement feedback control was built inside the actuator.
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To comprehensively demonstrate the reconfigurability of the proposed piezoelectric
isolation unit, typical serial and parallel systems based on the isolation unit were established
in the simulation, and their performances were analyzed.

4.1. Serial System

To demonstrate the feasibility of the serial architecture of the proposed vibration
isolation units, we constructed a double-layer serial system with two piezoelectric iso-
lation units directly connected in series. The excitation from the base was successively
transmitted to each vibration isolation unit, and each unit controlled the deflection of the
actuators through feedback signals to ensure the inertial stability of the payload. Figure 11
shows the specific structure and mechanical model, and Table 2 lists the settings of the
simulation parameters.
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Table 2. Numerical values of the parameters in the serial simulation system.

Parameter Numerical Value

Mass of payload 196 kg
Z-axis stiffness of hyperelastic material 3,000,000 N/m
Z-axis damping of hyperelastic material 3000 N/(m/s)

Mass of intermediate 16 kg
Z-axis stiffness of the piezo actuator 80,000,000 N/m

The natural frequency of the vibration isolation unit is 15 Hz, which can provide
high-stiffness support and effectively resist disturbance forces inside the payload. In
addition, because the mass of the isolation unit is considerably smaller than the payload
mass, the coupling between the two isolation units can be ignored, and the parameters of
each controller can be adjusted using the single-degree-of-freedom (DOF) analysis method
described in Section 3.

To illustrate the serial architecture, the vibration isolation performances of the passive
state, single-layer isolation unit, and double-layer serial system were compared. The
measured transfer function from the Z-direction acceleration of the base Acc(0) to the
Z-direction acceleration response of the payload Acc(N) is shown in Figure 12 after applying
white noise to the base. By observing the vibration transmissibility corresponding to
the passive state and the single-layer isolation unit, we discovered that the single-layer
isolation unit can attenuate the vibration from the base by −20 dB at 1–10 Hz; this is
essentially consistent with the theoretical curve in Figure 9, demonstrating the effectiveness
of the proposed piezoelectric vibration isolation unit. Furthermore, a comparison of
the single-layer isolation unit with the double-layer serial system indicates that the low-
frequency isolation performance can be further improved to −40 dB by using the double-
layer serial architecture; this indicates that the proposed piezoelectric isolation unit has
evident serial reconfigurability and that each individual unit can obtain better performance
by simply stacking.
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Figure 12. Bode magnitude plots of the vibration transmissibility (numerical results) show the
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The time-domain curve of the payload acceleration response is shown in Figure 13.
Compared with the passive state, the single-layer isolation unit can attenuate the amplitude
of the acceleration response by approximately 30 times, whereas the double-layer serial
system can attenuate it by approximately 5 times. Therefore, the inertial stability of the
payload is significantly improved through a series combination of piezoelectric vibration
isolation units.
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Figure 13. Acceleration response comparison of the passive system (gray line), single-layer unit
(black line), and double-layer serial system (green line) under the same excitation (numerical results).

The aforedescribed analysis indicates that the double-layer serial isolation system can
significantly improve the inertial stability of the payload in the Z-direction. However, it
does not work in other DOFs (DX, DY, RX, RY, and RZ). For spacecraft in orbit, vibration
from the base has the characteristics of a wide frequency band and multiple DOFs, and serial
architecture alone cannot satisfy the requirements of precision payloads. Thus, combining
serial and parallel architectures is necessary to provide isolation with multiple DOFs.

4.2. Parallel System

Figure 14 shows the feasible parallel architecture of the piezoelectric isolation units.
The payload was supported by three isolation components with a 120◦ distribution, and
each component was composed of three piezoelectric isolation units distributed along the
X-, Y-, and Z-axes of the global coordinate system. Excitation from the base was transmitted
to the payload simultaneously through all nine isolation units, which worked together to
ensure the inertial stability of the payload. In addition, the first six elastic modes of the
system were higher than 15 Hz, which provided stable support for the payload. Table 3
lists the settings for the simulation parameters.
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Table 3. Numerical values of the parameters in the parallel simulation system.

Parameter Numerical Value

Mass of payload 646 kg
single-axis stiffness of hyperelastic material 3,400,000 N/m
single-axis damping of hyperelastic material 1000 N/(m/s)

Mass of intermediate 27 kg
Z-axis stiffness of the piezo actuator 100,000,000 N/m

When spacecraft are excited by the base structure, the magnitude of the rotational
vibration is usually much smaller than that of the translational vibration. Therefore, only
the translational isolation performance of the system was analyzed. Figure 15 shows the
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vibration transmissibility in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions of the parallel isolation system.
Evidently, the parallel architecture of the isolation unit provides excellent isolation perfor-
mance with multiple DOFs and can provide attenuation of more than −20 dB in all three
translational directions within 1–10 Hz, allowing the payload to maintain inertial stability
over multiple DOFs.
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In addition, as evident from the time-domain curve of the payload acceleration
response in Figure 16, the parallel isolation system considered in this section can at-
tenuate the amplitude of the acceleration response by more than 10 times in all three
translational directions.
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The aforedescribed analysis indicates that the proposed piezoelectric isolation unit
has evident parallel reconfigurability, and the isolation performance with multiple DOFs
can be obtained via parallel reconfiguration.

The aforementioned parallel isolation system can also resist possible disturbance forces
in the payload owing to its inherently high stiffness. To illustrate these characteristics, the
transfer function from the disturbance force to payload displacement (compliance) was
measured in the simulation and compared with the common 3–5 Hz soft-mounted isolation
system. The results are shown in Figure 17. The stiffness of the proposed vibration isolation
system is approximately 30 times higher than that of the soft-mounted isolation system;
this helps improve the overall stiffness and position accuracy of the spacecraft.
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4.3. Discussion

The aforedescribed analysis shows that the proposed piezoelectric isolation unit has
excellent low-frequency vibration isolation performance to ensure the inertial stability of
the payload and sufficient stiffness to resist disturbances inside the payload. In addition,
the analysis of serial and parallel systems based on the piezoelectric isolation unit revealed
that the isolation unit can be reconfigured to expand its performance; in other words, the
inertial stability can be improved through serial stacking, and the isolation capability of
multiple DOFs can be obtained by parallel reconfiguration. Notably, the reconfiguration
of the isolation unit is not limited to the examples considered in this study, and other
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forms of reconfiguration can be performed according to the actual isolation requirements
of the spacecraft.

Furthermore, the energy consumption of the active isolators in spacecraft is a criti-
cal issue, and the energy consumption of the proposed isolator is closely related to the
magnitude of vibration from the foundation and the mass of the payload; therefore, it has
not been quantitatively analyzed in the simulation results. In fact, the proposed isolators
may not be sufficiently friendly in terms of energy consumption, as the energy required
to actively offset the low-frequency vibrations tends to be large, and energy harvesting
technology based on the piezoelectric effect may solve this problem [43,44]. This issue
is not the main focus of this study and will be quantitatively analyzed and meticulously
considered in subsequent work and experiments.

5. Conclusions

Drawing inspiration from the phenomenon that birds can maintain their heads iner-
tially stable when moving, an active vibration isolation unit for spacecraft was developed in
this study. The main conclusions, based on theoretical analyses and simulation verification,
are as follows:

First, an active isolation unit composed of a piezoelectric actuator and hyperelastic
material was established, and its dynamic modeling and analysis were performed. Owing
to its inherent high stiffness, the vibration isolation unit can effectively resist disturbances
inside the spacecraft and prevent the deterioration of vibration levels due to disturbances.

Second, referring to the concept of servo control, a composite control method based on
absolute displacement feedback and integral force feedback was proposed to improve the
low-frequency isolation performance and inertial stability of the payload, and the stability
of the control system was analyzed.

Finally, the isolation performance and anti-disturbance capability of the piezoelectric
isolation unit were verified using an electromechanical coupling simulation model. A serial
and parallel system based on an isolation unit was established, and it was found that the
performance of the isolation unit could be extended by reconfiguration; that is, the inertial
stability could be improved by serial stacking, and isolation capability with multiple DOFs
could be obtained by parallel reconfiguration.

The proposed vibration isolation unit can address the spacecraft vibration problem
caused by base excitation and internal disturbance and effectively maintain the inertial
stability of the payload. On the basis of the reconfigurability of the isolation unit, the
isolation system can be reconstructed according to the actual isolation requirements of the
spacecraft, which has broad application prospects.
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